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SURROGACY IN INDIA AND RELATED LAWS 

Ipshita Mishra1 

Abstract: The following article discusses the meaning, definitions, process involved, 

arguments in favour and against surrogacy, and the various laws in our country relating to 

the same. It also enumerates the need for this method of reproduction and the stigma 

attached to it in our Indian society. 

“Motherhood is near to divinity. It is the highest 

Holiest service to be assumed by mankind” 

                                                                                                               - Howard hunter 

The idea of family has assumed a significant part in the development of this general public 

since the days of yore. The advantage of the wedding and set up a family has been viewed as 

basic liberty. Basic freedoms law maintains the positive right, everything being equal, to wed 

and frame a family. Each general public across the world has offered significance to the 

establishment of family as the most principal unit of social connections. At the point when 

people get together and tie themselves in a marital bond, at that point another family appears 

and such family gets total with the introduction of the youngsters. Tragically, the endowment 

of having the option to bear a youngster isn't equitably circulated essentially. This failure to 

bear a youngster in clinical terms is known as fruitlessness. The mystery of a kid finishing a 

family and the reality of powerlessness to bear an offspring leaves the wedded couple in a 

troublesome circumstance. This pressing factor of society on the couple to bear a kid at times 

additionally prompts wedding breakdown and carries the couple to social criticism.  

Till as of late the lone known elective strategy for a several was selection however now the 

interaction of helped regenerative innovations and its techniques have given different 

freedoms to couples to proliferation through planned impregnation and in vitro preparation or 

undeveloped organism move otherwise called test tubes infants. 
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Commonly because of wellbeing concerns or something else, ladies can't exploit any of these 

offices in this manner prompting the expanding part of surrogacy, which goes about as the 

deliverer for such situations where the lady can't bear the youngster. 

ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES  

Helped Reproduction is characterized as 'controlling the gametes outside the body and move 

of gametes or incipient organisms into the body. The most recent twenty years have been an 

observer to a fast expansion in the number of advances that help proliferation, expanding the 

opportunity of origination and conveying a pregnancy to term. The expression "Helped 

Reproductive Technologies" (ARTs) envelops different makers going from the general basic 

intrauterine insemination (IUI) to variations of in vitro preparation (IVF) and all the more 

usually known as "unnaturally conceived child innovation". Since the last 50% of the 

twentieth century, these innovations have been created at a fast speed. They have likewise 

impacted how society sees pregnancy, proliferation, and parenthood.  

Exploration and advancement of helped regenerative advances were embraced in India as an 

administrative activity. Helped regenerative advancements like managed impregnation, in 

vitro preparation, and substitute parenthood have been ending up being a gift for any barren 

couple. The new conceptive advances have offered desire to numerous ladies and assisted 

numerous ladies with having kids that they would not have had something else. Be that as it 

may, alongside possible advantages, present-day conceptive advances have presented 

different complex legitimate issues identifying with family law and essential common 

liberties. Helped conceptive advances have raised various basic liberties issues including the 

privilege to pride, singular self-sufficiency, option to know, procreative freedom, and so on. 

SURROGATE MOTHERHOOD: THE CONCEPT 

In Latin “Surrogatus”  means a substitute i.e. a person appointed to act in the place of 

another. As per the Black's Law Dictionary. 

Legal Encyclopedia defines, “A relationship in which one woman bears and gives birth to a 

child for a person or a couple who then adopts or takes legal custody of her child.” 

The Assisted Reproductive Technologies (Regulation) Bill, 2010 characterizes "surrogacy" 

as an understanding wherein a lady consents to a pregnancy, accomplished through helped 
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conceptive innovation where neither of the gametes has a place with her or her significant 

other, with the aim to convey it and hand over the youngster to the individual or people for 

whom she is going about as a surrogate."  

There are two kinds of surrogacy works in India-  

(1) Natural surrogacy; and  

(2) Gestational surrogacy.  

Like in different nations, in India likewise, the accompanying two sorts of surrogacy courses 

of action are being polished – 

Altruistic surrogacy: Where no monetary prizes are given to the proxy mother for her 

pregnancy or the surrender of the kid to the hereditary guardians aside from essential clinical 

costs. 

Commercial surrogacy: Where payment of over and above the necessary medical expenses 

to the surrogate mother is carried out. Offensive terms like “wombs for rent”, “outsourced 

pregnancies”, or “baby farms” are sometimes referred to by the emotionally charged for 

commercial surrogacy. 

SURROGACY VS. ADOPTION 

For a couple, a kid is the most valuable blessing. The individuals who can't have this 

magnificent blessing consistently feel mediocre and baffled. Surrogacy is a magnificent 

blessing that would carry a major grin to their face. An ever-increasing number of couples are 

getting profited by it consistently and all gratitude to the advancement in clinical science and 

the increment in mindfulness. The number is truly expanding and nations like India are 

turning into a significant community for surrogacy on account of the simple accessibility of 

substitute moms and lawful adaptability.  

Surrogacy being well known these days, another strategy in presence for quite a while is 

selection. In spite of the fact that it is additionally quite possibly the most famous and very 

much embraced techniques, surrogacy absolutely has not many obvious points of interest 

over selection. A hereditary factor is one of the significant motivations to go for surrogacy. 
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The guardians since they have seen the total cycle of pregnancy and labour get more joined to 

the youngster. 

SURROGACY IN INDIA 

Surrogacy in India is a touchy theme. Outsiders and their societies currently ponder Indians 

without question. Indians imagined that surrogacy is an unfamiliar pattern however now in 

India likewise it has got its underlying foundations.  

The most remarkable longing that exists on the whole of the living animals that incorporate 

all creatures and people is the intuition of being a mother and parenthood. Considering the 

antiquated Indian way of thinking, the organic motivation behind life is to spread one's 

(qualities) and all living animals are here on a progress stage to pass their attributes 

(qualities) to the future. Proliferation is a definitive motivation behind any species, in this 

way, the introduction of a posterity is consistently reliant on the elements that lead to high 

odds of the endurance of the posterity. For instance, fowls move a huge number of kilometers 

to discover a reasonable spot where the climate can uphold the high odds of the endurance of 

their off-springs. In the Canadian Inuit Community which is 300 miles north of the Arctic 

Circle, the irregularity was accounted for till 1970. Be that as it may, because of 

modernization and decay of conventional way of life, the irregularity locally has not been 

accounted for in the later years.  

Barrenness is for the most part known as a social disgrace in India. It is estimated that the 

distress and injury of fruitlessness are best felt and portrayed by the barren couples 

themselves. Despite the fact that barrenness doesn't kill an individual it perpetrates 

obliterating effect on the existence of a person for not satisfying the natural part of 

parenthood for no issue of their own. It is additionally realized that by and large, the Indian 

culture has an entirely steady family structure, a powerful urge for youngsters, and especially 

for the child to convey forward the ancestry or Vansh. With the huge advances in the field of 

medication, barrenness would now be able to be dealt with utilizing the new clinical 

innovations altogether called Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART, for example, in-vitro 

preparation (IVF) or intra-cytoplasmic sperm infusion (ICSI), and so forth The introduction 

of the world's first kid, Louise Brown on July 25, 1978, through the strategy of in-Vitro 

treatment, was a way breaking step in the control of fruitlessness; and is viewed as perhaps 

the main clinical advances of the only remaining century. In October 1978, Dr. Subhash 
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Mukherjee, Kolkata (India) declared the introduction of the nation's first unnaturally 

conceived child. Dr. Mukherjee and his group utilized the cryopreserved undeveloped 

organism.  

There are various sorts of barrenness and at times it would be genuinely or medicinally 

unimaginable/unwanted to convey an infant to term and consequently, to satisfy the longing 

of a particularly fruitless couple to have a kid, surrogacy comes as a more achievable choice.  

Business surrogacy was authorized in 2002 in India and keeping in view the cutting-edge 

innovations accessible now and the need of such countless childless couples, it will go about 

as an impetus for the development of this industry.  

The size of surrogacy in financial terms in India is obscure, yet an investigation upheld by the 

United Nations in July 2012 assessed the business at more than $400 million every year, with 

more than 3,000 fruitfulness centres across India. 

MANJI'S CASE2- 

In BABY MANJI YAMADA v. UOI & ANR, Baby Manji unable to leave India because of 

the unclear nationality (Indian or Japanese) till almost three months of his birth. Later the 

government of India issued a travel certificate for one year as directed by the Supreme Court 

on humanitarian grounds and in response to which the Japanese government issued a year’s 

visa. 

BALAZ V. UNION OF INDIA3- 

In Jan Balaz v Union of India, there was an issue related to Dual citizenship. Since India does 

not allow dual citizenship, thus, the Gujarat High court gave the two twin babies Indian 

citizenship whose father was a German national, but they were born through compensated 

surrogacy in Anand district in India. 

As indicated by the court, it was more worried about the privileges of the infant blameless 

children than the privileges of the guardians and the substitute mother. The court kept into 

thought the laws of Japan, Ukraine, and the United States of America.  

                                                             

2Baby Manji Yamada v. Union Of India &Anr. [2008] INSC 1656 (29 September 2008). 

3Balazv.AnandMunicipality, AIR 2010 Guj 21. 
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The applicant, submitted under the steady gaze of the Supreme Court to give his Passport to 

the Indian Consulate in Berlin and furthermore that an NGO in Berlin would react to the 

Indian department on the situation with the youngsters and their government assistance. The 

government after considering the above agreed to send the twin babies to Germany and the 

German government too retracted with the same. Then, in May 2010 the twins were sent to 

Germany by providing entry and exit documents that allowed them to leave India and enter 

Germany. 

INDIA – A SURROGACY HUB 

India is fast becoming a “cheap deal” for childless couples from across the world. People 

come here, find a surrogate mother through agents, get a passport and take away the baby. 

Surrogacy poses a series of social, ethical, and legal issues such as the effects of surrogacy on 

matrimonial life of both surrogate and contracting parents as well as on the society, 

citizenship of the child, rights of the child, surrogate mother, and the commissioning couple, 

paternity, and maternity rights, maintenance and financial support which needs to be 

evaluated carefully. 

The exploitation of women through the means of surrogacy is a disturbing factor that the law 

has to deal with and also the commercialization of surrogacy is something that has been a key 

concern. Surrogate mothers of Indian origin have been increasingly accepted marking India 

as an industrialized surrogacy nation. Now India is a promising leader in international 

surrogacy and is a sought-after destination in the precinct of infertility tourism. 

India is the favoured destination for childless couples because it has an advanced medical 

system and English versant doctors. The major reason, as compared to the rest of the world, 

is that the process here is simpler and more cost-effective. Moreover, surrogacy in India, 

whether traditional or gestational, has not been prohibited by the legislature. Without any 

legitimate system, the state of surrogacy in India is that of 'Legitimateness without 

Legislation'. Numerous western nations don't allow surrogacy. Nonetheless, no obvious 

figure on the number of outsiders who visit India every year for proxy birth is accessible. But 

anecdotal evidence reveals an upward swing in the number of barren couples from a variety 

of countries visiting Indian fertility clinics. Hence, unregulated growth in the “business of 

surrogate birth” could bring in an element of exploitation in the near future. 
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As evident from the recent decisions of The Supreme Court on September 29, 2008, in baby 

Manji Yamada’s case where it observed that Commercial surrogacy is sometimes referred to 

by the emotionally charged and potentially offensive terms like baby farms and wombs for 

rent. This can be presumed as legal as it is not prohibited by any Indian Law but concurrently 

no Law allows it to. 

THE REGULATION OF SURROGACY AT PRESENT IN INDIA 

Surrogacy, the actual term in India begins with the thought about the cycle of entanglements. 

The lawful system of making the law is a confounded strategy and is left with various 

administrative levels. Surrogacy, the essential social issue, there isn't so much as a solitary 

explicit law with its changing in this area of surrogacy from the year 2006-2014, the rules, 

presently on the current planning in connection with the therapy of surrogacy are those 

expressed by the Indian Medical Association (IMA). This traces all the way back to 2006. 

ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY BILL, 2013 

 It has been a long time that The Assisted Reproductive Technology Bill, 2013 has been 

forthcoming and it has not been introduced in the Indian Parliament. It won't permit business 

surrogacy that includes a trade of cash for something besides paying for clinical costs for the 

mother and the youngster.  

There has been a loud criticism of the bill since it will prohibit the following from its ambit- 

 Couples already having a child 

 Foreigners/overseas citizens 

 Live-in partners/holders 

 Single parents 

 Homosexuals 

 widows 

ARGUMENTS FOR SURROGACY 

It is regularly contended by the allies and promoters of surrogacy that it is gainful for all 

individuals included. Others guarantee that the option to reproduce is significant. For 

instance, in the United States, this privilege is secured by the Constitution. In any case, Cline 

expresses this privilege isn't illuminated in the constitution. Margaret Jane Radin contends 
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that on the off chance that men are to give sperm and get cash for that exchange, surrogacy 

ought to likewise be permitted as a similar to exchange for ladies. This Constitutional 

contention can likewise be utilized as a contention against surrogacy. Because of the 

considerable fair treatment protection right the birth has an option to the friendship of her 

youngsters which can't be superseded by contract. Notwithstanding contentions previously 

talked about, the accompanying focuses are regularly exceptional for surrogacy.  

 PERSONAL AUTONOMY  

The rule of individual self-governance expresses that individuals have the opportunity to pick 

what befalls their bodies gave no damage happens to other people. Corresponding to 

surrogacy, a couple ought to have the opportunity to seek after their own about her 

procreative plans, and a lady ought to have the decision of about her own body, in as much as 

the damage isn't caused to other people. In an extraordinary number of surrogacy cases, the 

guideline of individual self-rule has worked effectively. Yet, there is additionally an 

enormous number of situations where the guideline has separated for different reasons. Taken 

to the extraordinary, the individual self-rule contention could turn into an issue of rights.  

One major shortcoming of the self-governance contention is that choices a lady makes 

according to labour do include others, including the kid. Regardless of whether it was 

acknowledged that a lady can surrender a kid, she has borne the guideline of self-rule infers 

that resultant damage or great can be resolved and estimated. This isn't the situation. The 

opposite of the guideline is the subject of the degrees to which a person's self-rule can be 

superseded by the state to forestall expected mischief.  

 FAMILY FORMATION  

It very well may be contended that in the public interest, surrogacy has a genuine spot in 

family development given that in the present society a scope of methods of family 

arrangement is as of now acknowledged. The family may incorporate advanced parent's 

single guardians, separated from guardians, received guardians, guardians in true 

connections, and kids conceived by in vitro preparation. As there could be not, at this point 

one acknowledged idea of a family, surrogacy couldn't undermine an idea that as of now has 

a wide assortment of articulations. Along these lines, singling out surrogacy for forbiddance 

could be viewed as unfair. Rivals of this contention challenge that the entirety of different 
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types of family arrangement don't include the purposeful formation of youngsters with the 

aim from origination to move care upon entering the world.  

 GIFT OF LIFE  

Surrogacy, especially IVF surrogacy, offers a fruitless couple the endowment of life for 

which nothing else can be a source or substitute. It is regularly recommended that the reality 

a couple goes to such limits to have a youngster implies that when it shows up it will be 

genuinely adored, some asserting much more cherished than numerous kids destined to 

normal guardians. Since surrogacy includes the giving of life it isn't available to similar 

maltreatments as killing or fetus removal, which include the taking of life.  

 THE NATURAL MYTH  

On the off chance that one denounces all messing with regular mothering and family 

development, sensibly different types of family arrangements like appropriation, 

guardianship, care, stepfamilies, and even contraception should likewise be censured. 

Broadening this contention further, all innovative advances which influence the regular 

request, like organ gift, dialysis, and other clinical advances that keep individuals alive could 

likewise be censured for altering "nature". 

ARGUMENTS AGAINST SURROGACY 

The Roman Catholic Church is only one of numerous strict foundations that contradict 

surrogacy. The Church is against a wide range of surrogacy, even selfless surrogacy, despite 

the fact that it doesn't include the installment of a charge to the proxy. The holiness of 

marriage and the profound association between mother, father, and kid is abused. It discovers 

business surrogacy to be particularly hostile. The marvel of human birth is transformed into a 

monetary exchange by surrogacy and the congregation keeps up and holds that it diminishes 

the youngster and the lady bearing it to protest of arrangement and buy. It transforms ladies 

into conceptive machines and exploiters of youngsters. The congregation contends that 

surrogacy additionally prompts a befuddled parent-kid relationship and eventually harms the 

establishment of the family. 
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CONCLUSION 

To conclude after having all the arguments for and against surrogacy I would like to say that 

since it is modern times now and change is a very fundamental reason for growth for all times 

to come. Thus, the concept of surrogacy should be welcomed in our country taking into 

consideration all the pros and cons relating to it and most importantly the need which is 

connected to it. 

Abuse of cross-line business surrogacy and ART methods goes from being a device to 

appreciate the ride to reproduce to be a mode for misuse. Subsequently, it is basic to ensure 

the essential common freedoms of the gatherings required by arrangement for an all-around 

organized legitimate system. Which would not just ensure the essential privileges of the 

youngster yet additionally the substitute mother in the worldwide barrenness market. 

Laws should be made and only altruistic surrogacy should be welcomed and any misuse of 

such pious act should be condemned through laws making them strictly punishable to avoid 

any injustice. 
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